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Abstract

Despite the current enthusiasm for knowledge level-B modeling in general and KADS in particular,
we nd their exists little empirical proof of the utility of this approach. In this paper, we will review
the available evidence to conclude that alternative, less abstract, approaches are arguably better than
KADS.

1 Introduction
In the 1970s and early 1980s, several high-pro le expert system successes were documented: e.g. MYCIN [57],
CASNET [58], PROSPECTOR [8, 17], and XCON [2]. However, despite careful attempts to generalise
this work (e.g. [53]), expert systems construction remained a somewhat hit-and-miss process. By the end
of the 1980s, it was recognised that our design concepts for knowledge-based systems were incomplete
[7].
A new expert system design approach (which has come to dominant the knowledge acquisition (KA)
eld) is the the search for reusable abstract domain-independent problem-solving strategies. We call this
approach KLB since it is a variant of Newell's knowledge level (KL) modeling approach [35, 37, 36]. KADS
is a KLB variant used by many commercial expert systems practioners1 . Wielinga et. al. note that, as
of 1992, KADS has been used in some 40-to 50 KBS projects, 17 of which are described in published
papers [59]. Amongst AI-94 participants, interest in KADS was high.
Despite the current enthusiasm for KLB and KADS, we nd their exists little empirical proof of the
utility of this approach. If we review the available evidence, we nd that alternative, less abstract,
approaches are arguably more productive than KADS. We therefore believe that we should retreat from
high-level KLB approaches to techniques based on a much lower level of abstraction. We know of no
publication that summarises these results. Hence, this article. Due to space limitations, this article will
be an overview only (a longer version is in preparation).

2 A Tutorial on Knowledge-Level Modeling
In Newell's KL approach, intelligence is modeled as a search for appropriate operators that convert some
current state to a goal state. Domain-speci c knowledge as used to select the operators according to
the principle of rationality; i.e. an intelligent agent will select an operator which its knowledge tells it
will lead the achievement of some of its goals. If implemented, this KL is built on top of a symbol-level
containing data structures, algorithms, etc. However, to a KL agent, these sub-cognitive symbol-level
constructs are the tools used \sub-consciously" as it performs its KL processing [35].
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Newell's subsequent exploration of the KL lead to a general rule-based language called SOAR [49]
which was the basis for the problem-space computational model (PSCM) [61]. Programming SOAR using
the PSCM involves the consideration of multiple, nested problem spaces. Whenever a \don't know what
to do" state is reached, a new problem space is forked to solve that problem. Newell concluded that the
PSCM was the bridge between SOAR and true KL modeling [37, 36].
We distinguish between PSCM (which we term KLA ) and KLB , a KL-modeling variant which groups
together a set of authors who argue for basically the same technique; i.e. Clancey's model construction
operators [11], Steels' components of expertise [51], Chandrasekaran's task analysis, SPARK/ BURN/
FIREFIGHTER [27] and KADS [59]2. The fundamental premise of KLB is that a knowledge base should
be divided into domain-speci c facts and domain-independent problem solving methods. For example,
Clancey argues that knowledge engineering should separate heuristics like Figure 1 into domain-speci c
assertions about the terminology (see Figure 2), re-usable problem solving strategies (see Figure 3) and
true domain-speci c heuristics (see Figure 4) [11]. Such problem-solving strategies are implicit in KLA .
The observation that a PSCM system is performing (e.g.) classi cation is a user-interpretation of a
lower-level inference (operator selection over a problem space traversal) [61].
if

then

the infection in meningitis and
the type of infection in bacterial and
the patient has undergone surgery and
the patient has undergone neurosurgery and
the neurosurgery-time was < 2 months ago and
the patient received a ventricular-urethral-shunt
infection = e.coli (.8) or klebsiella (.75)

Figure 1: A rule. Domain terms are underlined.
subtype(meningitis, bacteriaMenigitis).
subtype(bacteriaMenigitis, eColi).
subtype(bacteriaMenigitis, klebsiella).
subsumes(surgery, neurosurgery).
subsumes(neurosurgery, recentNeurosurgery).
subsumes(recentNeurosurgery, ventricularUrethralShunt).
causalEvidence(bacteriaMenigitis, exposure).
circumstantialEvidence(bacteriaMenigitis, neurosurgery).

Figure 2: Domain knowledge from Figure 1.
Strategy
exploreAndRe ne
ndOut
testHypothesis

Description

Explore super-types before sub-types.
If an hypothesis is subsumed by other ndings which
are not present in this case then that hypothesis is wrong.
Test causal connections before mere circumstantial evidence.

Figure 3: Problem solving strategies from Figure 1.
In the KLB view (which we believe is overly-optimistic), knowledge engineering becomes a structured
search for an appropriate problem solving strategy. Once a strategy is found or developed, then KA
2
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if
then

the patient received a ventricular-urethral-shunt
infection = e.coli (.8) or klebsiella (.75)

Figure 4: The true heuristic contained in Figure 1.
becomes a process of lling in the details required to implement that strategy. Libraries of problem solving
strategies become a productivity tool for building a wide-variety of expert systems. All known problem
solving strategies (e.g. prediction, monitoring, diagnosis, cover & di erentiate, propose & revise, planning,
design, veri cation, assessment) are really combinations of a small number (say,  20) of reusable inference
subroutines (e.g. instantiate, generalise, abstract, specify, select, assign-value, compute, compare, match,
assemble, decompose, transform). New problem strategies can be quickly built out of these lower-level
inference primitives. Knowledge engineers can now separate their analysis work from their design and
coding work. Analysis is the process of generating abstract problem solving strategies. Design and coding
is a process of implementing these strategies.
KLB is not a theory of human cognition. The current public line in the KA community is that
knowledge bases are inaccurate approximate surrogate models of reality [14, 20]. Gone are the days
of \expertise-transfer" where KA workers believed they were \mining the jewels in the expert's head"
(to use Feigenbaum's poetic phrase [19]). While some knowledge representation theorists still make
occasional claims that their knowledge representation theory has some psychological basis (e.g. portions
of the KLA research reported in [49, page xxvii]), the ocial public line is that representations are
models/surrogates only [41].

3 Assessment of KL

B

3.1 Evidence For KLB ?

Marques et. al. report signi cantly reduced development times for expert systems using a library of
13 reusable inference subroutines (eliminate, schedule, present, monitor, transform-01, transform-02,
compare-01, compare-02, translate-01, translate-02, classify, select, dialog-mgr) in the SPARK/ BURN/
FIREFIGHTER (SBF) environment. In the nine studied applications, development times changed from
one to 17 days (using SBF) to 63 to 250 days (without using SBF) [27]. To our knowledge, this is the
largest documented evidence of productivity gains in any software approach (be it knowledge based or
otherwise). However:
 In the SBF experiments, the mappings between a graphical language for expressing the speci cation
to the library of inference subroutines was hand-coded. Techniques to assist/automate this mapping
process have yet to evolve. The crucial test for SBF is how well this system ports to domains outside
of the areas it was initially developed for. We nd it signi cant that the SBF group made no
entry to the Sisyphus-1 or Sisyphus-2 KA project (Sisyphus is an attempt by the international KA
community to de ne reproducible KA experiments [26]). Most other KLB groups o ered solutions
to the 1991, 1992, and 1994 Sisyphus rounds. There was even a KLA contribution to the 1994
Sisyphus round [60]. If SBF was a general productivity tool, then it should have been able to
quickly build Sisyphus solutions.
Clancey's classic Heuristic Classi cation paper [9] o ered a uni ed retrospective view on numerous,
seemingly di erent, expert systems. Similar (but smaller) studies (e.g. [1, 26]) suggest that KLB can
retrospectively clarify historical expert systems design issue. However:
 Two important issues remain outstanding: (i) that KLB can simplify a current developing design;
and (ii) that KLB is a better design methodology than other approaches. Motta & Zdrahal discuss
various KLB approaches using their special knowledge of a symbol-level procedure called constraint
satisfaction [62]. We nd their lower level more insightful into the construction process than the
less-detailed, high-level KLB approach. Further, this low-level view of a problem can nd errors that
experienced KLB practioners cannot. For example, one declarative translation of the procedures in
3

the Sisyphus-2 speci cation blurred the distinction between hard constraints (which must not be
violated) and soft constraints (which can be optionally violated) [34].
The separation of problem solving methods from domain assertions and true heuristics (e.g. Figure 1
to Figure 4) can optimise knowledge base processing. Clancey reports that after a KLB analysis of 176
MYCIN rules, he could generate a new knowledge base where 80% of the rules had only a single condition.
Further, the problem solving strategies removed all uncontrolled backtracking [11]. However, this result
has not been reported elsewhere.

3.2 Are Problem Solving Methods Reusable?

It is not clear that the problem solving methods found by KLB are truly reusable. Between the various camps of KLB researchers, there is little agreement on the details of the problem solving methods.
Contrast the list of inference sub-routines from KADS [59] and SPARK/ BURN/ FIREFIGHTER [27]
(termed \knowledge sources' and \mechanism" respectively). While there is some overlap, the lists are
di erent. Also, the number and nature of the problem solving methods is not xed. Often when a
domain is analysed using KLB , a new method is induced [26]. Further, di erent interpretations exist of
the same method. For example, the problem solving method proposed by Bredeweg [5] for prediction via
qualitative reasoning is di erent to the qualitative prediction method proposed by Tansley & Hayball [55].

3.3 Do We Need a Model?

Surprisingly, having no model of a problem solving method may be better than having one. Corbridge
et. al. report a counter-intuitive experimental result [13] in which subjects working with no models
extracted more knowledge from an expert dialogue than subjects working with a KADS model. Far
from challenging this result, the KLB community is now exploring empirical methods for exploring its
approach in the Sisyphus-3 project.
Compton reports experiments where experts could x faulty rules using an unless patch attached at
the end of a rule condition. Patches are themselves rules which can be recursively patched. Experts can
never re-organise the tree; they can only continue to patch their patches. These ripple-down-rule (RDR)
trees are a very low-level representation. Rules cannot assert facts that other rules can use. In no way
can a RDR tree be called a model in anything like a KLB sense. Yet this low-level model-less approach
has produced large working expert systems in routine daily use. For example, the PIERS system at St.
Vincent's Hospital, Sydney, models 20% of human biochemistry suciently well to make diagnoses that
are 99% accurate [47]. RDR has succeeded in domains where previous attempts, based on much higherlevel constructs, never made it out of the prototype stage [43]. Further, while large expert systems are
notoriously hard to maintain [15], the no-model approach of RDR have never encountered maintenance
problems. System development blends seamlessly with system maintenance since the only activity that
the RDR interface permits is patching faulty rules in the context of the last error. For a 2000-rule RDR
system, maintenance is very simple (a total of a few minutes each day).
Compton argues that his process of \patching in the context of error" is a more realistic model
of human reasoning than assuming that a human analyst will behave in a perfectly rational way to
create some initial correct design [12]. This line is perused further in the situated cognition literature
where it is claimed that it is folly to use context-independent symbolic assertions to model human
reasoning [3, 10, 28, 50]. While many symbolic AI researchers dispute this claim (e.g. [33, 56]), it
has some following within the KLB community (e.g. Steels [52] and Clancey [10]).
Our view is not an extreme situated cognition position. We do not reject KLB and KADS out of a
disdain for symbolic logics. Like Poole [46], we believe that we can use logics to represent commonsense
reasoning in general and context-dependent reasoning in particular, just as long as we don't use deductive
logics. Our preferred approach is abductive (see below).

3.4 Is Symbol-Level Modeling Better?

We believe that the high-level abstract view provided by KLB obscures important distinctions at the
symbol-level. To be fair, the KADS community notes that some overlap exists between problem solving
methods: Wielinga et. al. note that both monitoring and systematic diagnosis share some processing [59].
4

However, having noted that some low-level similarities exist between the KL distinctions that they propose, they do not take the next step and simplify their distinctions accordingly. We believe that abduction
is a symbol-level inference procedure that can unify a wide variety of KL tasks. Consider a dependency
and-or graph with invariants I , edges E and literals stored in vertices V . Abduction is the generation of
maximal consistent (with respect to I ) worlds W (W x  E ) that contain some subset of the desired
goals G using some subset of known inputs IN (IN  V G  V ). In the case where multiple worlds
can be generated, a BEST operator selects the preferred world(s). By choosing appropriate IN , G , and
BEST , a range of knowledge base tasks can be implemented:
;

 Parsimonious set-covering diagnosis [48] uses a BEST that favors worlds that explain the most
things, with the smallest number of diseases (i.e. maximise W x \ G and minimise W x \ IN ).
 Conceptually, BEST is applied after the worlds are generated. However, certain BEST s can be
applied during generation. For example, if it is known that BEST will favour the worlds with
smallest path sizes between inputs and goals, then a beam-search style BEST operator could cull







excessively long proofs within the generation process.
Case-based reasoning uses a BEST that favours worlds that use the most number of edges that
have been used in prior acceptable solutions [25].
Explanation uses a BEST that favours the worlds with the most number of edges that model
processes which are familiar to the user [42] and which include the largest subset of G (IN is set
to the possible inputs).
Prediction is implemented by calling the abductive inference with G  V ? IN ; i.e. nd all
vertices we can reach from the inputs. This is a non-naive implementation of prediction since
mutually exclusive predictions will be found in di erent worlds. Note that in the special case where
IN are all root vertices in the graph and G = V ? IN , then our abductive system will compute
ATMS-style [16] total envisionments; i.e. all possible consistent worlds that are extractable from
the theory. A more ecient case is that G  V ? I ; i.e. some interesting subset of the vertices
have been identi ed as possible outputs.
Classi cation is just a special case of prediction. Given a dependency graph that connects classes
to their attributes and their super-classes, G is just the vertices that are classes. BEST could also
favours the worlds that include the more general classes [44].
Validation uses a BEST that favours the largest number of covered outputs (i.e. maximise G \ W x )
where G and IN come from a library of known behaviour of the thing being modeled [31],

Elsewhere, we discuss how to use abduction for planning, monitoring, qualitative reasoning, verication, multiple-expert knowledge acquisition, explanation, single-user decision support systems and
multiple-user decision support systems [29]. We also believe that abduction can model certain interesting
features of human cognition [30]. Other authors have discussed the use of abduction for for naturallanguage processing [38], design [45], visual pattern recognition [46], analogical reasoning [18], nancial
reasoning [22] and machine learning [23].
We suspect that the KLB community has nearly discovering abduction several times. For example, we
view Clancey's distinction between heuristic classi cation and heuristic construction [9] as the di erence
between abduction with no invariants (where every combination of proof is legal) and abduction with
invariants (where proofs compete with each other). Also, Brueker's recent discussion of components of
solutions for expert systems [6] sounds to us like three recursive calls to a single inference procedure.
Brueker claims that di erent problems solving methods can be interfaced to each other if we recognise
that they all contain the same four components of solutions: an argument structure which is extracted
from a conclusion which is in turn extracted from a case model which is in turn extracted from a generic
domain model. Note that, in all cases, each sub-component is generated by extracting a relevant subset
of some background theory to generate a new theory (i.e. abduction).
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4 If not KADS, Then What?

We acknowledge that the techniques we are proposing to replace KLB (RDR, constraint satisfaction,
abduction) are not as developed and documented as KLB . Hence, they may not be practical for commercial practioners. Our advice to such practioners is to use Boehm's spiral model [4] and Jacobsen's
use cases [24] to control the evolutionary development of expert systems. A graph of % use-cases implemented vs time is a powerful management tool for tracking developments that require prototyping. We
suggest that a \thin path" be found through the design that allows some subset of the use cases to be
executed at an early stage of the development. This gives business users the feedback required for them
to mature their speci cation. The knowledge engineer's task is then to widen the \thin path" to cover
all the planned module.
An initial prototype could be built using RDR trees. Hopefully, this prototype will grow into your
full application. If not, then more conventional software development techniques will be required. Try
to avoid pre-maturely hard-wiring the control of system. The blackboard approach is a good technique
for avoiding premature control structures [40, 39]. Also, try to set up your system such the same routine
can be used to compute outputs from inputs inputs from outputs and visa versa. We have no de nite
recommendation for implementation languages, but have a preference for Prolog for the inference engine
and Smalltalk for the interface.

5 Conclusion

Our main complaint against KLB is the that it is advocacy research rather than empirical research.
Advocacy research proceeds by researchers expressing their belief that a certain technique is a worthy
thing. Empirical research proceeds by researchers looking for quanti able evidence that some advocated
technique actually works in practice. We have argued elsewhere that conventional software engineering
has insucient empirical research [32]. Here, we argue that knowledge engineering has the same problem
since, when we look for evidence of the utility of KLB , don't nd much. Empirical and theoretically, we
nd more support for the use of tools at a lower-level of abstraction than KLB (the RDR experiments,
our abductive work, and the studies by Motta & Zdrahal).
Our criticisms of KLB do not imply a criticism of KLA . When we look into the details of PSCMSOAR, we nd that, like our abductive proposal, PSCM-SOAR uses a low-level uniform structure for
KBS design. The di erence between KLA and abduction is that the forward-chaining of PSCM-SOAR
is best suited to single-world deductive reasoning (though some work on abduction has been done in the
KLA paradigm [54]).
We take care to distinguish Clancey's KLB work from other KLB research. Based on a careful reverse engineering of previously successful designs, Clancey's work is founded on documented experience.
The same can not be said about other KLB work. For example, many of the problem solving methods
listed in Tansley & Hayball were created especially for that book by the authors from their own undocumented sources [55, page 260]. Further, Clancey is honest enough to publish his doubts of the symbolic
paradigm [10].
In challenging the utility of KLB , we are also challenging a premise at the heart of modern software
engineering; i.e. abstractions are a good thing and higher-level abstractions are better than lower-level
abstractions. The notion of abstract design patterns is a pervasive concept and can see a similar idea in
the object-oriented community [21]. Extrapolating the KADS experience to this object-oriented software
patterns research, we doubt the long-term viability of this approach. Knowledge and software engineering,
we argue, should be based on lower-level abstractions than what is seen in current practice.
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Abstract This paper discusses the KADs approach to knowledge engineering. In KADS, the development of a knowledge-based system
(KBS) is viewed as a modelling activity. A KBS is not a container filled with knowledge extracted from an expert, but an operational
model that exhibits some desired behaviour that can be observed in terms of real-world phenomena.Â The actual activities that a
knowledge engineer has to undertake are briefly discussed. We compare the KADS approach to related approaches and discuss
experiences and future developments. The approach is illustrated throughout the paper with examples in the domain of troubleshooting
audio equipment. This overview surveys some of the major barriers to the construction of expertsystem knowledge bases and reviews
current and emerging knowledge-acquisition methods. The common thread that runs through research on knowledge acquisition is the
creation of models of problem-solving behavior and the use of those models to guide further knowledge elicitation and model
formulation. Keywords. Expert System Knowledge Acquisition Knowledge Engineer Personal Construct Application Task. These
keywords were added by machine and not by the authors. This process is experimental and the keywords may be updat â€œMeta-level
knowledge: overview and applicationsâ€ Proc. 5th International Joint Conference on Artificial IntelligenceMIT,Massachusetts,
819â€“826. de Kleer, J and Brown, JS, 1985.Â Gives an operational definition of â€˜knowledge depthâ€™ intended to be useful to
knowledge engineers in characterizing deep and shallow models. A definition of the relation deeper-than states that one model is deeper
than another if there is implicit knowledge in the second that is explicit in the first.

